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of Blaschka glass models of flowers at Harvard.

WALTERDEANE.

In the botanical museum of Harvard University is to be

seen a collection which is absolutely unique in every way. I:

is the Blaschka Glass Flower Collection, presented by Mrt

Elizabeth C. Ware and Miss Mary L. Ware, in memory of Dr.

Chas. E. Ware, of the class of 1834. These flowers are intended

to illustrate the typical forms of phenogamic vegetation in

America, and certain forms of the cryptogams will also be rep-

resented. The work is being done by the artists, Leopold

and Rudolph Blaschka, father and son, living in Hosterwitz,

Germany. It was through the untiring energy of Dr. Geo.

L. Goodale that these artists were induced to abandon their

work of making glass models of animals, chiefly marine in-

vertebrates, which were sold to museums over the world.

and devote themselves entirely to the construction of P lant? '

They were, however, finally persuaded, on their own term?.

to give their entire time to this work, and, by the last con-

tract executed in Dresden in 1890, a certain number of mod-

els are to be sent to this country twice a year, for

An American garden around their house supplies theffl
•

North American plants, while, from the royal garden of "j
nitz near by, they secure specimens of the veg

Central and South America. Leopold, the son, \

country in 1892, and, in his travels to Jamaica and
West, he prepared himself, by studies in color and
of material, for the production of over 200 specie-

Certain secrets are in their possession, such as I

color, the preparation of the more fusible kinds oi

a peculiar method of annealing. The process is n

sense of the term, glass-blowing. Dr. Goodale, wh
been permitted to see the artists at work in their

astonished at the rapidity and deftness with whici

complished their wonderful results. They each
plants a year, and, when the amount of labor, an

ness of detail are considered, this is truly marvellous

450 large and 1800 small models are on exhibition &erc *
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played in plate-glass cases in well-lighted rooms. What I
wish to call especial attention to in this paper is, not the
economic or aesthetic side of these models, but their botan-
ical accuracy. 1

Has the general public, has even the scientific student any
idea that the glass flowers in the Blaschka collection possess
an accuracy of detail that is positively startling? The eye is
at first attracted by the great beauty of the flowers, as they
lie on then- white cards in the glass cases, and, on a closer
examination, we are more and more surprised and delighted

find nature so accurately followed in all those details that
-an be seen by the unaided eye. But surely the lens must
reveal inaccuracies which are otherwise invisible. It seemed
to me impossible that the artists could have produced a plant
overed, perhaps, with minute flowers, with such exactness
nat any flower taken at random should follow the specific
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roseate rays showing even the styles (for in Aster the ray-

flowers are fertile), the discoid or central flowers, are all

clearly depicted. This is true not merely in a single head,

but in them all, without exception. The young buds, show-

ing only the involucral scales, are very natural, while in the

older buds the rays are erect, not having fully expanded, and

all the discoid flowers show only their small rounded tops.

In the fully developed heads the central flowers have opened,

and the syngenesious stamens show their yellow anthers in

the outer row or rows, as one head is older than another.

Herein the artists have shown their wonderful skill. Their

models are the living plants, and every flower has its sepa-

rate pattern, no two being exactly alike. They are not all

cast in one mould.

In the older heads the central flowers have all opened, the

i cover the surface, and the rays urved with

withering tips. In this species, as well as in all the others, the

magnified portions have been done with the greatest pi-

racy, and afford olucral scale

_ s.andular pubescence, and a floret, enlarged thirty

times shows the hairy akene with the pappus of capillar)

bristles upwardly barbed, while the tips of the five-loMO

corolla have their peculiar rosy hue, so different from that or

the rest of the floret. The stamens pointed at the top ana

the forked style are all there too. The systematic analysis

«

this Aster can easily be made from the model, so perfect

I have thought it best to give these details in the case of one

plant, so difficult to produce, but, in the case of the others, wh^

were as carefully studied, to give the important feature

only a few. I found the same fidelity in matters ot

slightest detail. Sixteen species I examined by care

comparison, besides making a more general observation o

large number. I sought faithfully to find some error, i

thing systematically wrong. A fair criticism should cm

whatever faults may exist, but I failed to find such w
^

with the exception of a very few cases, where some ie ^
was not quite like that of the type species. The artist ^
largely for their material from cultivated specimens ^
plants, and in the few cases where some slight d

quite typical of the species, I am confident that th

to the fact that variation is apt to occur in plants under
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vation. There is such rigid observance of the very minutest
features in every other case that we can be absolutely sure
that every model is an exact copy of the fresh specimen
which the artists had in hand.

Steironema ciliatum L. exhibited most beautifully all the
fine characteristics of that gamopetalous species. The cuspi-
date-pointed, erose-denticulate corolla lobes, with stamens
opposite these lobes, give the flowers a most natural appear-
ance. Here, too, the varying age of the flowers is shown,
trom the t lg htly-closed bud to developing fruit. The ciliate
petioles a character to which the plant owes its specific name,

re faithfully produced. The magnified stamen shows the
•M granules on the filament, as they occur in the living plant.
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were the five hoods with their incurved horns surrounding the

stigma. No two leaves were alike, but they exhibited the

variation observable in this species.

The delicate corollas of Teucrhim Canadense L., the wood

sage, show their four exserted stamens. The blue flowers of

caruleum L. are rendered wonderfully perfect

by the five stamens, with hairy base, and fine 3-lobed style,

while Euphorbia corollataL., in its singular involucre, con-

tains the sterile flowers, each consisting of but a single stamen,

and, in many cases, the fertile flower protrudes with iti

3-forked style, each fork showing under the lens that it IS

cleft at the end. Here again the natural character is shown

in the fact that the fertile flower is in various degrees of de-

velopment; in some cases not yet visible, and in others with

its ovary drooping over the side of the involucre. The lens

is necessary to detect all this. I would call special attention

to the inflorescence of Alisma Plantago L., which is wonder-

fully accurate, and also to Hordeum jubatutn L. , a most success-

ful attempt to copy the long-awned spike of this grass, ine

magnified portions show the structure of the flowers.

But enough has been said to show the marvellous care and

accuracy of the artists in all their work. Every plant telb

the same story of nature closely followed out, and I am g

to bear my testimony to the almost magical work of Leopoi

and Rudolph Blaschka.

Cambridge, Mass.


